
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

Hammond Manufacturing Launches New Online Configuration Service  
 
GUELPH, ON - Hammond Manufacturing Co. Ltd. (TSX: HMM.A) launched its new Q-Assembly 
web configuration service Friday. Q-Assembly is a quoting tool that enables online users to 
configure their equipment solution. Once users have submitted their configuration they will 
promptly receive their assembly quotation from the Hammond Manufacturing sales team.  
 
“But this new web service is not just for quoting,” said Q-Assembly Project Leader, Scott 
Hammond. “Should you decide to proceed with the order, your Q-Assembly will leave our 
manufacturing facility within 24 hours (1 business day) of receiving the Purchase Order. 
 
The Q-Assembly website will soon feature many different Hammond products for assembly, 
but currently features the modular C4 Rack Cabinet. 
 
Rob Riness, Operation Manager at Hammond said that the company has been preparing for 
the quick assembly launch for a few months, setting up specific area's and product to ensure 
sufficient inventory is available to cover the Q-Assembly program. Riness said, “We are 
confident inventory levels are sufficient to meet the various assembly configurations but if an 
order exceeds our inventory levels they will accommodate the request as part of our 10 day 
back order recovery program.”  
 
Both sales and operation’s staff are enthusiastic at Hammond Manufacturing, ready to take 
quote requests and orders from this unique new service. For more information about the new 
Q-Assembly service by Hammond Manufacturing, point your browser to  
http://www.q-assembly.com.  

About Hammond Manufacturing 
Hammond Mfg is a leading manufacturer of electrical and electronic enclosures, racks and 
cabinets, electronic transformers and power outlet strips. With operations, world-wide, 
Hammond has a long history of delivering quality manufactured products and excellent 
customer service. For more information, please visit http://www.hammondmfg.com. 

 
For information, contact: 
Hammond Manufacturing Company Limited 
Vicki Manzon, Product Specialist 
Tel: (519) 822-2960 
Fax: (519) 822-8182 
Email: vmanzon@hammfg.com 
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